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Abstract. Knowledge Distillation, as a model compression tech-
nique, has received great attention. The knowledge of a well-
performed teacher is distilled to a student with a small architecture.
The architecture of the small student is often chosen to be similar to
their teacher’s, with fewer layers or fewer channels, or both. How-
ever, even with the same number of FLOPs or parameters, the stu-
dents with different architecture can achieve different generalization
ability. The configuration of a student architecture requires intensive
network architecture engineering. In this work, instead of design-
ing a good student architecture manually, we propose to search for
the optimal student automatically. Based on L1-norm optimization,
a subgraph from the teacher network topology graph is selected as a
student, the goal of which is to minimize the KL-divergence between
student’s and teacher’s outputs. We verify the proposal on CIFAR10
and CIFAR100 datasets. The empirical experiments show that the
learned student architecture achieves better performance than ones
specified manually. We also visualize and understand the architec-
ture of the found student.
1 Introduction
Deep learning methods have achieved remarkable performances
in many fields, see [19] and the references therein. One of
the widely-recognized property of deep neural networks is over-
parameterization [6]. Such a property requires high computational
cost and high memory footprint in forwarding inferences of deep
neural networks. The computationally expensive inferences prevent
the deploy of deep neural networks in small devices with limited
memory size or latency-critical applications such as smartphones and
self-driving cars.
Many approaches have been proposed to accelerate the inferences
of deep neural networks, such as the parameter quantization approach
[3, 29, 34], Low-rank approximation [17, 38], Network Pruning [21,
10, 8, 27, 22] as well as recently popular Knowledge Distillation
[2, 13].
As a model compression approach, Knowledge Distillation first
trains a large teacher network, and then uses its outputs to aid in the
training of a smaller student network [1, 13]. In this way, the stu-
dent network can be trained to achieve better performance than if
it was trained solely on the training data. The students trained un-
der distillation are closer in performance to their larger teacher. The
lower computational cost and memory footprint of the powerful stu-
dent make its deployment much easier. A large amount of work has
been done to improve the distillation process. Many previous works
proposed to transfer different (dark) knowledge from the teacher to
the student, such as softened label transfer [13], feature distillation
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[30], activation-based and gradient-based spatial attention maps [36],
derivatives of the loss [5] and classification boundary [12]. In this
work, we focus on the receiver of the dark knowledge (i.e., the ar-
chitecture of the student) instead of the dark knowledge itself. Stu-
dent architectures are often chosen to be smaller architectures by re-
ducing the number of layers or channels of the teacher architecture.
How to configure the student architecture so that it can learn dis-
tilled knowledge better from their teacher? Manual configuration of
network architecture is inefficient since there could be thousands of
configuration combinations. In this work, we propose to search for
an architecture configuration for the student automatically, instead of
designing student architecture manually.
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has been an active research
topic in the machine learning community since [39] learns a neural
architecture that can achieve competitive performance on the CIFAR-
10 using reinforcement learning. Generally, NAS can be identified in
three dimensions, namely, search space, search strategy, and perfor-
mance estimation. The search space is often chain-structured neural
networks equipped with modern design elements (e.g., skip connec-
tions [11]). Instead of trying new search spaces exhaustively, we take
teacher architecture topology graph as our search space where each
channel is taken as a node, weight connections as edges. Therein,
we search for a small subgraph as a student architecture. The search
strategies in NAS include random search [35], Bayesian optimization
[18], evolutionary methods [23], reinforcement learning (RL)[39],
and gradient-based methods [24]. The search strategy we use is
(sub)gradient-based. We set a gate (a scaling factor) for each node
in teacher topology graph, and the scaling factors are regularized by
L1-norm to achieve a sparse structure. The scaling factors in L1-
norm are updated using its subgradients 3. The (sub)gradient-based
search strategy is efficient since they do not require costly model per-
formance estimation during the search process.
Another line of research related to our work is network pruning.
NAS searches for a small architecture from the search space, which
can be reformulated as pruning useless connections from a large net-
work. Our student architecture search can also be seen as pruning
teacher architecture. However, our work is different from network
pruning. The goal of network pruning is to prune a large model for
a smaller model, which achieve comparable performance when it is
fine-tuned or re-trained from scratch on the training dataset. With
a different goal, we prune teacher architecture for a small student
architecture that can learn the distilled knowledge better from the
teacher.
The trivial combination of knowledge distillation and network
pruning is possible. With no doubt, one can first prune for a small net-
work and train the small network under distillation. However, in the
trivial combination, the pruning process is not aware of the late dis-
3 A g is defined as a subgradient of a function f , when f(z) ≥ f(x)+g(z−
x) holds for all z ∈ domf given a x ∈ domf .
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tillation process. Our search process considers the two-step jointly,
i.e., pruning for a good student to learn knowledge better from the
teacher. In other words, our search process can be seen as distillation-
aware network pruning.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows. We define a simple
and effective loss function to select student, which defines what a
good student architecture should be. We apply L1-normalization on
gates specified in the teacher architecture to get a sparse architecture
and apply Proximal Gradient Descent to optimize L1 normalization
term. Experiments are conducted on the state-of-the-art model and
popular datasets to verify our proposal. Furthermore, we provide and
analyze the visualization of the found student architecture.
The next section introduces related work. In Section 3, we intro-
duce details of our approach, such as the specification of gates in
teacher architecture, the loss function, and the optimization method.
In experimental Section 3, we conduct experiments and analyze ex-
periment results with ablation studies. The last section concludes our
work.
2 Related Work
Knowledge Distillation Rich Caruana and his collaborators
demonstrated that the knowledge acquired by a large ensemble of
models could be transferred to a single small model [2]. Hinton pro-
posed to train student neural network with the softened labels, which
are softened outputs of teacher neural networks [13]. [30] proposed
to transfer the knowledge using not the logit layer but earlier feature
representations. [36] transferred the activation-based attentions maps
summarised in a forwarding inference and gradient-based attention
maps acquired via a backpropagation process to the student. These
attention maps can also be applied to understand the decisions made
by the underlying neural network. Furthermore, [5] took derivatives
of the loss with respect to inputs as the knowledge to be transferred.
Without loss of generality, in this work, we only consider soft labels
as the dark knowledge to be transferred, as introduced in the pioneer-
ing work [13].
Another closely related work is [4]. The student architecture is of-
ten given by empirically shrinking teacher architecture. This work [4]
shows that such student is not optimal to learn the dark knowledge.
The work replaces the computationally expensive convolutional op-
erations with cheap ones and trains the new model with softened
labels extracted from the model before the replacement. The con-
structed student achieves better performance than the shrunk ones.
However, their approach can only handle the teacher with costly op-
erations. The SOTA architecture itself could be already equipped
with efficient operations, and it is not clear how to find a cheaper
operation for them. We propose an alternative to their method, our
method configures the number of layers and channels in each layer
of a student architecture automatically, instead of constructing the
student architecture with cheap operations manually.
Neural Architecture Search [39] encoded neural network archi-
tectures into numerical sequences and searched for a sequence corre-
sponding to a good network architecture using Reinforcement Learn-
ing. The competitive performance of networks found there arouses
attention in the machine learning community, although the search
process requires thousands of GPU days. Since the neural network
architecture space is discrete, the strategies such as random search
[35], reinforcement learning[39], evolutionary methods [23] were ap-
plied to tackle the discrete optimization problem. These strategies re-
quire large computational power since they have to evaluate hundreds
or thousands of intermediate models. To make NAS more efficient,
a gradient-based strategy DARTS [24] were proposed, which trans-
forms a discrete neural network architecture space into a continu-
ous and differentiable form and enables the use of standard gradient-
based optimization techniques. In our work, we specify a gate for
each channel in the teacher architect. The gate works by multiply-
ing a scaling factor to the activation of the corresponding channel.
We apply L1-norm on these scaling factors to force some of them
to be zero. L1-norm is not differentiable, but subdifferentiable 4. A
proximal gradient method is applied to update the scaling factors.
Network Pruning NAS can also be understood from the perspec-
tive network pruning where the search space is the large model to
be pruned. In a network pruning process, unimportant weights, con-
nections, or neurons can be removed, which often leads to sparse
structure [20, 10, 9]. The sparse networks can only obtain limited ac-
celeration since most modern hardware and software is optimized for
dense matrix multiplication. The work [22, 15] prunes the large net-
work channels or connections. The pruning process is also based on
L1 normalization. We apply similar techniques to search a student
architecture that can learn better from a teacher. Network pruning
approaches often remove redundant weights and fine-tuned on the
training dataset. [25] revisited the value of pruning and showed that
it is the pruned architecture, not the inherited weighted contribute to
the performance. In our work, we train the student architecture from
scratch for a fair comparison.
3 Student Architecture Search
The search space is the topology graph of the teacher model. Each
channel in the model is taken as a node, and weights connecting
nodes as edges. By removing nodes (channels) and all edges directly
connected to those nodes, we can obtain a subgraph, which corre-
sponds to smaller neural network architecture.
Given the teacher topology graph, there are three approaches to
achieve a subgraph, namely, non-sturctured pruning, groups sparsity,
and structured pruning. The non-structured pruning methods remove
the unimportant weights or single neurons. The obtained sparse ar-
chitecture hardly reduce the inference time on modern hardware.
With group sparsity regularization, the number of neurons can be
learned automatically. The parameters there is optimized under both
weight decay and group sparse regularization. However, low conver-
gence speed and inferior results resulted from improper optimization
technique prevent its applications on modern large scale neural net-
works. In our search space, channels are taken as individual units.
Therefore, we apply a structured pruning method to get student ar-
chitectures.
More concretely, we specify a gate on each channel by multiply-
ing the activation map of the channel by a scaling factor g. At the end
of the optimization, the open gate (g 6= 0) means the corresponding
channel is important to the distillation process, while the closed gate
(g = 0) means the corresponding channel can be removed safely. For
a layer with K channels in a teacher neural network, the correspond-
ing g is a K-element vector. The number of channels of the obtained
student architecture in this layer is identified by the number of non-
zero elements in the vector g. A simple demonstration is shown in
Figure 1.
This method can be easily applied to SOTA neural networks.
In this work, we mainly demonstrate our idea on DenseNet [14].
DenseNet is composed of several stacked Dense blocks. For each
layer in a Dense block, the feature-maps of all preceding layers are
4 A function f is called subdifferentiable at x if there exists at least one sub-
gradient at all x ∈ domf .
Figure 1: The approach is illustrated on a toy neural network
containing an input layer, a single convolution layer, and a
fully-connected layer. A new model is constructed on the teacher
model by multiplying scaling factors. After an optimization process,
the channels with zero scaling factors are removed. The remained
small architecture is the selected student architecture.
Figure 2: The approach is illustrated on a dense block of DenseNet,
which contains four layers. The features of preceding layers are
reused in later layers. The dashed line means to zoom in the third
layers where the inputs are composed of three parts, i.e., one stem
connection and two skip connection. At the end of optimization, the
connection is removed if all the gates on its channels are closed.
used as inputs, and its own feature-maps are used as inputs into all
subsequent layers. We specify gates for all channels, including the
ones from preceding layers. A skip connection between a preceding
layer and current layer can be removed if all the gates of the chan-
nels in the connection are closed. An illustration on a dense block of
DenseNet can be found in Figure 2.
3.1 Distillation-aware Loss function
The method to obtain a smaller sub-graph from the teacher topology
graph is introduced above. In this subsection, we describe the loss
function we optimize to obtain a good student architecture. Since we
aim to find a good student, the loss function should be aware of the
distillation process.
We first provide background information about the knowledge dis-
tillation process. The idea behind knowledge distillation is to train
the student network with more information than one-hot ground-truth
labels. Given logits of a student network as and the one-hot ground
truth ygt, in classic supervised learning, the loss is usually specified
as
LCE = CE(softmax(as/τ), ygt). (1)
whereCE is the cross-entropy loss fucntion and the temperation τ is
set to 1. In knowledge distillation process, the logits of teacher net-
work at can offer more information to train the student network. One
way to leverage such information is to match the softened outputs of
student softmax(as/τ) and teacher ft(xi) = softmax(at/τ) via
a KL-divergence loss
LKD = KL(softmax(as/τ), softmax(at/τ)). (2)
where τ as a hyperparameter is often set bigger than 1 to soften the
outputs. The overall loss to train the student network isLs = LKD+
λLCE where the hyperparameter λ is often set to a very small value,
the second term works by regularizing the training process.
Given an input xi, the softened output of a teacher model is ft(xi),
and the softened output of the model constructed by adding gates is
fs(xi,w,g), i.e., the constructed model in Figure 1. The weights
and scaling factors therein are updated during the optimization. The
loss function we propose is mathematically defined as follows.
min
w,g
1
N
N∑
i=1
KL(fs(xi,w,g), ft(xi))+λ1‖w‖2+λ2
M∑
j=1
αj‖gj‖1
(3)
where N is the number of training examples, M is the number of
gates (channels in whole teacher network), and the hyperparameters
λ1 and λ2 specify the regularization strength for weight decay and L1
normalization respectively. αj is the weight specified for the channel
with the gate gj .
The loss function we propose is composed of three terms. The first
term computes the mismatch between softened outputs of the con-
structed network and that of the teacher network, which correspond-
ing to LKD in knowledge distillation. The selected student architec-
ture can learn distilled knowledge better by matching their softened
outputs better. If the first term is replaced by the cross-entropy loss
between the outputs of the student network and teacher network, the
loss function becomes a target function of network pruning. Since the
loss function of network pruning is agnostic to the distillation pro-
cess, the selected architecture perform worse than the one selected
by our distillation-aware loss function.
As a popular regularization technique, weight decay is applied to
the weights of the constructed model. The third term is the L1 nor-
malization on all scaling factors corresponding to the specified gates.
Since the reduced size can be different when channels in different
layers are removed, we weight the scaling factors in L1 normaliza-
tion term. Intuitively, the gates on channels which contribute more
FLOPs in forwarding inferences should be first closed since its re-
moval can save more computational cost. If the saved FLOPs is Fj
when the channel with the gate gj is removed, the weight for the
scaling factor gj is computed as aj =
Fj
maxM
k=1
Fk
.
At the end of the optimization, we remove all the channels with
closed gated from the constructed model. The remaining small archi-
tecture is taken as the student architecture. Early stopping is applied
to obtain an architecture with a certain number of FLOPs.
3.2 Optimization of the Loss function
In the last subsection, we introduce our distillation-ware loss func-
tion. The weights w and the scaling factors g are updated to min-
imize the loss function. The loss function is differentiable to the
weights. The weights w can be updated by Stochastic Gradient De-
scent (SGD) with momentum or its variants. However, SGD is not
applicable to update the scaling factors g since the loss function is
not differentiable to g.
Accelerated Proximal Gradient (APG) [28] can be applied to up-
date g since the loss is subdifferentiable to g. However, this opti-
mization method could be computationally expensive for deep neu-
ral networks. To overcome this challenge, [15] reformulates the orig-
inal APG to avoid redundant forward and backward pass in calcu-
lating the gradients. In this work, we also applied this modified ver-
sion of APG to update scaling factors. We use convienient notation
(a) Comparison of students in terms of the number of parameters (the model size).
(b) Comparison of students in terms of FLOPs (the cost of forwarding inferences).
Figure 3: All student architectures are trained with DenseNet(100, 12) as their teacher. The performance of all students on the two datasets is
shown in this figure. In each plot, each color stands for one student architecture. Each color also corresponds to two marks, and the circle
mark means the performance trained from scratch while the cross mark describes the performance trained under distillation. Y-axis describes
the test error on the corresponding test datasets.
`(g) = 1
N
∑N
i=1KL(fs(xi,w,g), ft(xi)). The update rule is as
follows:
z(t) = g(t−1) − η · ∇`(g(t−1))
v(t) = Sη,γ(z(t))− g(t−1) + µ · v(t− 1)
g(t) = Sη,γ(z(t)) + µ · v(t)
(4)
where t is the number of iterations, Sη,γ is the soft-threshold opera-
tor Sα(z)i = sign(zi)(|zi| − α)+, η means gradient step size and
µ is the momentum. The weights w and the scaling factors g are
updated jointly on the same training set. At the end of the optimiza-
tion, parts of scaling factors are forced to be zeros by optimizing L1
normalization with the above rule.
4 Experiment
In this section, we first show the performance of the found student
on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets. Then we verify our proposal
via ablation studies. We also visualize the found student architecture
and provide our understanding.
4.1 Student Search on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100
We take DenseNet as a teacher model. The teacher model and all
student models are trained with the same setting as in [14]. CIFAR10
and CIFAR100 contain 50,000 training images and 10,000 test im-
ages with 32 × 32 pixels respectively. A standard data augmentation
scheme is used for these two datasets. The weight decay is set to
1e-4. All the models are trained for 300 epochs with a batch size
of 128. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1, and is divided by 10
at the 150th and the 255th epoch. The moment of 0.9 is used. When
students are trained with knowledge distillation, the hyperparameters
are τ = 4, λ = 0.1, following [4]. When searching for student archi-
tectures, we initialize the constructed model with parameters from
the teacher model, set λ2 to 1e-3 and update weights w with the
same setting as above. The learning step for updating scaling vec-
tors g is 0.01 without decay. The hyperparameters in updating rule
of Equation 4 is set the same as in [15].
The size of DenseNet is characterized by two indicators, namely
the number of layers L and the growth rate of the network k.
In a dense block with l layers, the number of output channels is
Table 1: Performance of models selected under different loss functions on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 (Test Error %)
Loss C10 - NOKD C10 - KD C100 - NOKD C100 - KD
NP 6.31 5.48 27.81 26.35
NPweighted 5.98 5.18 25.97 24.22
KD 6.55 5.54 28.49 26.94
KDweighted 5.51 4.74 25.64 23.89
k0 + k × (l − 1) where k0 is the number of channels in the in-
put of the dense block. In our experiments on both CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100, the teacher model is DenseNet(L = 100, k = 12), noted
as DenseNet(100, 12). The number of FLOPs and parameters are
296M and 0.8M respectively. We specify different students archi-
tecture as baselines by manually reducing the number of layers, chan-
nels, or both. The specified student architectures are DenseNet(50,
12), DenseNet(100, 7), DenseNet(75, 9). What is more, we also take
the SOTA architectures as student architectures, namely, VGG[33],
GoogLeNet[16], ResNet[11], Shufflenet-v2[26], MobileNet-v2[31].
The size of these architectures is specified manually by reducing their
blocks, layers in blocks, channels in layers, or their combinations.
All the student architecture are specified with ∼ 90M FLOPs or
∼ 0.8M parameters.
The performance of different students is shown in Figure 3. In
subfigure 3a, the two plots correspond to two datasets (i.e., CIFAR10
and CIFAR100), as given in titles of plots. In each plot, there are
students with SOTA architectures, three manually specified students,
and our student found by our search approach. For each student cor-
responding to a single color, there are two marks where the circle
mark means the performance when trained from scratch, and the
cross mark means the performance under distillation. The x-axis de-
scribes the number of parameters, which determines the model size,
and the y-axis shows the test error on the test dataset.
We can observe that all cross marks are located below the cir-
cle marks of the same color, which means the model trained under
distillation outperforms the same one trained from scratch. The stu-
dents did benefit from the dark knowledge output by teacher model.
For different student architectures, the distillation performance (cross
marks) could vary considerably, even with a similar number of pa-
rameters or FLOPs. Hence, it makes sense to search for a good stu-
dent architecture to learn the dark knowledge of the teacher.
The student located in the bottom left corner means it shows bet-
ter performance with fewer parameters. The closer to the origin of
coordinates the mark is located, the better the performance of the
corresponding student is. Our student outperforms all other students
since it is located in the most bottom left position. Besides the model
size, the cost of forwarding inferences of student architectures is also
important, especially for latency-critical applications. We also com-
pare our student with other baselines in terms of FLOPs. As shown in
subfigure 3b, our student with the least parameters outperforms most
of the other students.
Given the teacher trained on CIFAR100 in subfigure 3b, the stu-
dent with an architecture similar to Shufflenet-v2 or MobileNet-v2
performs better than the manually specified students, also better than
our student. However, they behave much worse under the teacher
model trained on CIFAR10. We can conclude that no student archi-
tecture can win under all the datasets. The student with SOTA is not
the best for all teachers and datasets. The conclusion further confirms
the significance of our contribution to search for a good student ar-
chitecture for a given teacher and a given dataset.
The contribution of this work is orthogonal to other Knowledge
Distillation techniques. Instead of proposing a new method that out-
performs all state-of-the-art Knowledge Distillation techniques, we
aim to search for better student architectures than the one specified
manually. For other Knowledge Distillation techniques, we can sim-
ilarly search for good student architectures with the loss functions of
other Knowledge Distillation techniques. A large number of Knowl-
edge Distillation techniques [30, 36, 5] have been proposed since the
work [13] was published. Hence, we only demonstrate the effective-
ness of our search method with the most popular KD technique [13].
Figure 4: The correlation between KL-divergence and the distillation
performance of the selected student
4.2 Ablation Study and Sensitivity Analysis
4.2.1 Ablation Study of the Loss function
The first term of our loss function describes KL-divergence between
the softened outputs of the teacher model and the constructed model.
We claim that the term is important to select a good student architec-
ture. To verify this argument, we replace this term in the loss function
of Equation 3 with cross-entropy distance between the normal (not
softened) outputs of the teacher model and the constructed model.
Then the loss can be treated as a network pruning loss function. Be-
sides, we weight the scaling factors by the normalized number of
reduced FLOPs it corresponds to. For comparison, we also conduct
experiments by setting all the weights α = 1.
The experiment results are shown in table 1 where NP is Network
Pruning, KD is Knowledge Distillation, NOKD is no KD, C10 is
CIFAR10 and C100 is CIFAR100. The last row corresponds to the
proposed loss. For the first two rows with NP, it prunes the teacher
network with the corresponding network pruning loss function and
trains the obtained small architecture from scratch or under distil-
lation. By comparing the second row NPweighted and the last row
KDweighted, we can find that the first term of Equation 3 is im-
portant. In other words, the student found by our distillation-aware
loss function outperforms the one found by the distillation-agnostic
network pruning loss function. The performance corresponding to
the loss functions with weighted scaling factors outperforms the one
without weighting. We conclude that it is necessary to weight the
Figure 5: Visualization of the student architecture: each color block corresponds to a skip connection in a denseblock; the color itself indicate
its drop ratio of channels in each connection.
scaling factors to obtain good student architectures. To be noted that
the students found by our loss function perform better even when
they are trained without distilled knowledge. It is because the search
process has already leveraged the knowledge of the teacher model
since the first term in our loss function distills knowledge from the
teacher.
4.2.2 KL-divergence in the Loss Function
In our loss function, the KL-divergence between the output distribu-
tion of the constructed model and that of the teacher model describes
how well the selected student learns from the teacher. In the case of
KL-divergence = 0, the student has the same generalization ability as
its teacher. In the search process, we aim to update the constructed ar-
chitecture to make the KL-divergence term as close to 0 as possible.
We argue that it describes how good the selected student architecture
is. We verify our argument using the following loss function.
min
w,g
1
N
N∑
i=1
abs(KL(fs(xi,w,g), ft(xi))− kl0)+R1+R2 (5)
where R1 and R2 are the same as the two regularization terms in
Equation 3. This loss function differs from our proposed function in
the first term. In this new loss function, the optimization pushes the
KL-divergence above to kl0 instead of zero. Since the first term in
our loss function define what good student architecture is, the kl0 is
supposed to correlate with the distillation performance of the selected
student architecture. We set kl0 to different values and optimize the
constructed model to obtain the student with the FLOPs of 90M by
early stopping. The maximum of kl0 is the biggest KL-divergence
occurring in the training process. The search is conducted under dif-
ferent values of kl0 varying from 0 to the maximum uniformly.
The selected student architectures under each value of kl0 are
trained with knowledge distillation. The results are shown in Figure
4. The correlation between test error and kl0 is 0.8896, which means
this KL-divergence term in the loss function does define what a good
student architecture should be.
4.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Hyperparameters
In the proposed loss function in Equation 3, the second term is the
widely-recognized weight decay regularization technique. The hy-
perparameter λ1 is set the same in all the training settings. The third
term therein works by regularizing the scaling factors and pushing
them to zeros. The hyperparameter λ2 decides the speed to reach
an architecture with the pre-defined number of FLOPs. The baseline
Figure 6: Under different values of λ2, the left y-axis shows the
number of epochs that are required to find the desired student and
the right y-axis shows the test errors of the selected architectures
trained on the training data under distillation.
and our found architecture are compared under FLOPs of 90M. Con-
cretely, we stop the optimization if the search process finds the stu-
dent architecture with the pre-defined number of FLOPs. We apply
different values of λ2 and record the epoch when we find the desired
student architecture as well as the final distillation performance of
selected students. The relationship among λ2, the epoch, and the test
error is shown in Figure 6. The high value of λ2 leads to a quick
update to the desired student architecture, while a small λ2 requires
more epochs to find a desired student architecture. Search with more
epochs (i.e., small λ2) can select better students.
4.3 Visualizing and Understanding the Student
The pioneering work [37] understands the classification decision by
visualizing the saliency maps using deconvolutional operations. Re-
cent work [32, 7] creates more meaningful saliency maps to explain
the individual classification decisions. Different from those work, we
visualize the architecture instead of creating explanations for individ-
ual classification decisions. Although the numerical evidence shows
that the student found by our search approach is better, it is desirable
to explore what the selected student architecture looks like.
The teacher architecture has three dense blocks, and a few chan-
nels are removed to obtain a small student architecture. After each
dense block, there is also a transition block containing a single convo-
lutional layer and a pooling layer to reduce the size of feature maps.
The student architecture is visualized in Figure 5. The three plots
correspond to the 1st, the 2nd, the 3rd dense block, respectively. The
bar under each plot corresponds to the single convolutional layer in
the transition block after each dense block. In a sing plot, each small
color-block corresponds to a connection. E.g. in 8th layer, there are
one stem connection and 8 skip connections, which represented by 9
color blocks in the 8th column. The value in color map varies from
0 to 1, which describe the drop rate of the corresponding connection
(the number of removed channels divided by the number of channels
before removal). Drop rate = 0 (white color) means that the corre-
sponding connection is removed.
In third dense block, almost no channel is removed. This observa-
tion coincides with the common rule in network engineering, which
requires the later stage of a neural network to have more expressive
power since more complicated patterns may emerge as the receptive
field increases. In the column of the 16th layer, no connection (only
channel) is removed although a few channels are removed. The dis-
covery indicates that feature reuse is important to keep the DenseNet
powerful, which is inconsistent with claims in the paper [14]. The re-
moved channels are the ones whose removal can save much compu-
tational cost in forwarding inference, which means weighting scaling
factors does have an impact on the selection of architectures.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose to search for a student architecture to learn
knowledge from teacher model. The student architecture found by
our search process outperforms the ones by manually reducing the
size of teacher models as well as the ones with SOTA architectures.
We also found interesting experimental results. A found student ar-
chitecture also performs better when trained from scratch without
knowledge distillation, which means the found architecture encodes
knowledge of teacher during the search process. How to encode more
prior knowledge into architectures can be further explored in future
work.
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